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About the Author

Who is Race de Priest? Well for starters I am a world traveler, a dolphin rider, a bridge-jumper-offer, a true blue friend, an award winning bartender, a class clown, a cheese fiend, an adventure junkie, a HUGE dork and all around funstigator. But I bet the part of me that you are most interested in is how I became a professional dating and relationship consultant who has written several books, been on quite a few radio shows including Maxim Radio and Covino and Rich, filmed a TV pilot about meeting women in NYC, worked with the Prime Minister of the Bahamas, been made fun of on Saturday Night Live, been the topic of countless articles and worked with thousand of clients all around the world.

Well truth is it started back in High School. At the age of 15 my parents moved the whole family 2,300 miles (3,701 k) across the country. I went from having a well established social circle of tight knit friends to a small private school where I was the outsider. I mean, these kids had grown up together since grade school. My way of dealing with it was to withdraw into myself and become stand-offish. Hey, that way I couldn’t get rejected or hurt right? The only problem was, this was NOT getting me friends and definitely was NOT getting me dates.

Being the bookworm that I am, I began to devour every book I could find on how to connect with people, make friends and overall become popular. As I began to incorporate what I was learning, I was amazed to see how people began to respond differently to me. It was scary and I was nervous as hell but it payed off. Within a few months I was dating the most popular girl in my class. Fast forward 8 months and a breakup later I was back at square one. Yet I learned a valuable lesson. You don’t have to be born with it, this stuff can be learned!
I was so intrigued, in fact, that I chose Psychology as one of my majors in College. But something was wrong. No matter how much I learned I still didn’t seem to be getting the results I wanted. But I was relatively comfortable so I didn’t worry about it too much. Until another girl broke up with me.

You see, I was the kind of guy that would find a girlfriend and then hold on to her however I could (usually through manipulation and guilt – yeah I know, very unhealthy) because I was afraid that if we broke up I wouldn’t be able to find another one. For me, being in a relationship was comfortable, it was safe and I yet deep down I knew I wasn’t completely happy. I relied on the woman I was dating for my identity and my happiness. Now back to the story.

So there I was working as a bartender in New Zealand after graduation when my girlfriend of 2 years decided to come out and live with me. She quit her Flight Attendant job, flew out and after two months living together she broke up with me. I was devastated. This is the most alone I had ever felt in my entire life. Heartbroken, alone and completely unhappy in a foreign country was the last straw. I was going to master social skills if it killed me!

And it did… I am actually a ghost. j/k I spent the next five years searching out guys who had charisma, who made friends easily and instantly, who girls fawned over, the kind of guy we all wish we could be. It became my personal mission to learn every last thing I could from them. And you know what was odd? They all did different “things”, sometimes contradictory things. And yet it all worked… for them. But a curious thing began to happen to me as I spent more and more time with them. I started to get the same results. It wasn’t until later that I realized what had happened. Ready for the big secret? I began to subconsciously absorb their beliefs and values.

Beliefs and values are the subconscious “commands” that direct our actions, filter the way we view the world and determine how we interpret events, including social interactions. All of the “techniques” that these guys were teaching me, even the ones that contradicted each other, worked because they were in line with each particular guy’s beliefs and values. Now I finally understood why no matter how much I learned, I still wasn’t getting the results I wanted! My subconscious beliefs and values were out of line and holding me back!
I was so excited I spent the next couple years learning the absolute quickest and most effective ways to uncover these sabotaging, subconscious beliefs and transform them into the self-empowering, solid identity building beliefs that these guys all had. I was FINALLY becoming the persona I had always wanted to be. People began to notice. All of a sudden I was the one being complemented on my charisma, I was the one making friends everywhere I went, I was the one people were calling to see what was going on, I was even the one guys came to for advice on meeting and dating beautiful women.

Since then I have dedicated a large part of my life to working with men and women to help them uncover and transform these subconscious beliefs and values that are literally making it impossible for them to achieve the life they desire. So now it’s your turn. IF you are a member of the select few who are ready to move past the same old tips and techniques that have been getting you limited results and often leave you feeling unauthentic and weird then I invite you to a new lifestyle. A lifestyle of adventure, unlimited fun, self-discovery, unshakable confidence, happy, healthy relationships, awesome and abundant friendships, and of course the most exciting and beautiful women you have ever met. I invite you to share in my lifestyle

btw: Absolutely feel free to contact me with any and all sincere questions. Yes that means YOU. I promise to get back to you asap. After all, we are in this together :)

Cheers,

Race dePriest

Race dePriest
I HAVE A QUESTION FOR YOU...

What’s the absolutely most efficient way to go from meeting a woman, to getting her into your bedroom?

Since the name of this report is Text Game Mastery, you probably already know that the answer to that question has to do with text messaging.

And over the next few pages, I’m going to show you exactly how powerful it can be... how proper use of text messaging can take you FAR beyond even what most guys use it for... and how you can have the most abundant dating life ever if you get this one skill handled.

Big claims, for sure. And since I know that I can back them up, I want to explain exactly how you can have this power for yourself.

Get ready for Text Game Mastery.

Cheers,

Race dePriest

Race dePriest
YOUR NEW REALITY

Imagine it’s a Friday night. You’re out with some friends, and over the course of the few hours you’re out, you get five numbers.

Is it because you’ve got the best game in the world? Not at all… in fact, you’re in and out of the conversations in five to ten minutes. You’re welcome to stick around as long as you want, but there’s absolutely no need. As long as you get a number, you’re good.

(and you’re not worried about bringing someone home, because you’ve already got someone waiting for you – but more on that later)

I’ll go one step further – you don’t even need to have them get your phone number in return, or make a memorable impression.

Of course, that won’t hurt your chances.

But if your game isn’t exactly at the level where every girl you meet wants to sleep with you within five minutes of meeting you, well, no problem.

Because you know that with nothing more than a number, you can get a date. There’s no question in your mind – all you need is that number.

So whether you get that number after five minutes of awkward conversation, or five hours of deep rapport…

…whether you get it from a drunk 21 year old at a bar, or a classy 30-something at a gala…

…whether she gives it to you with total excitement or enthusiasm, or complete reluctance…
…you don’t care. You know that that number is as good as a date.

Even better? You know that she’s going to be so excited to go on that date with you that you’ll definitely be trading kisses, and probably quite a bit more.

Once you have that number, you know that you can work such magic with your cell phone that flakes will be a long-distant thing of the past, and that 4-5 numbers a night means 4-5 dates a week.

And once you get into multiple relationships, it gets even better than that. You can literally manage a rotation of 10-20 women with nothing more than an unlimited text messaging plan (and, may I suggest, a full qwerty keyboard on your cell phone?)

But more on that shortly.

For now, all you need to know is that what I just explained to you is my reality. And it’s about the easiest thing in the world to do. I’ve taught this stuff to friends in a manner of hours, and ounce-of-effort for ounce-of-effort, there’s simply nothing more powerful.

So how exactly does it work? Well, I’ll explain in a second. But there’s something you need to know about me…
I REALLY DISLIKE PICKUP

I don’t know about you, but I don’t like pickup. AT ALL.

Erm, allow me to clarify. I don’t like spending all night cold approaching woman after woman in an attempt to get a new one to go home with me.

The idea of spending two to four hours in a bar, hoping that a.) I might meet a girl who’s attractive and interesting enough to bring into my life and b.) that she’s going to be down for fun times in private quarters later that evening... well, it’s just not appealing to me.

Not that I haven’t tried. I can usually do it if I make it the sole point of my evening. It’s just that, in my experience, it’s a LOT of work for a very uncertain result.

And this might be a good point to remind you that yes, I do quite like women :)

I like them so much, in fact, that I don’t want to spend my time dealing with the b.s. that you have to overcome to sleep with a woman in a cold pickup scenario. Constantly managing your energy levels, overcoming her (often, very well-placed) objections to moving too fast, dealing with friends and competition... man, it’s just not my cup of tea.

I don’t want to hate on pickup. Some guys do absolutely love it and do it really well. My friend and colleague Joshua Pellicer for example, is GREAT at it.
And yes, every now and then, it’s fun to go out, get crazy, and party the night away. Even better when you can meet some women and get them involved in it.

But when my night’s over, I want to know that there’s going to be a hot girl in my bed. And I just can’t count on pickup to make that happen.

Why? Well, straight up, pickup is horribly inefficient.

Think about it… when you’re counting on standard pickup tools and techniques, you have to work really hard to build attraction and a connection in the WORST possible environment.

She’s out with friends, drinking and dancing, loud music, getting hit on by other guys… the whole thing stacks the odds against you.

A million pieces of stimulus – and you’re just one. Keeping her engaged for the 3-4 hours it takes to get her into your bed is no small task.

I think of it this way – and sorry if this seems negative, but to me, it’s just realistic – it’s like, when I’m out at a bar, I have NO CONTROL over the situation.

Think about how many times you’ve been talking to a woman and all of a sudden her friends come and pull her away.

Or maybe some guy comes along and tries to tool you.

Or heck, maybe the DJ drops the hot new Lady Gaga song and all of a sudden, she’s scampering out to the dance floor.

Ok, ok… not all women are ADD little puppies, but in my own (extensive) experience, pickup with the intent of taking a girl home is an uphill battle, and it’s also going to disqualify a lot of otherwise awesome, quality girls who just won’t sleep with a guy the night they meet him. I actually really support those girls and their selectivity – gotta love high standards.
The point is that if you want to make the most of your time as a single guy, and sleep with a lot of women, it’s NOT about spending four hours talking to one girl who you just met, with the hope that you might be able to extract her from the club.

I also don’t want one little bit of irony to be lost on you. How many times have you been out at a bar and seen a girl buried in her cell phone? Heck – even when they’re out supposedly being social, women often find their cell phones (and the people on the other end of a fun text conversation) to be more engaging than the bar or nightclub they’re at.

And the final thing that turned me off of traditional “pickup”? Truth be told – 99% of the time, guys end up going home alone anyway. So the choice is yours… work on one girl all night, or work five or so and walk away knowing that next week’s dates are already in the bag.

Seriously. So many guy spend time working on skills and techniques that are not the most efficient use of their time. It’s the old 80/20 rule: it doesn’t take a lot of effort to get women to sleep with you if you’re putting in the effort where it counts.

Of course, this begs the question: where do you put the work in?
WELCOME TO Text Game Mastery

I already mentioned how much I love women, right?

Well, I’ve been blessed to have a LOT of them in my life. You may actually know me from book I wrote called Window Shopping For Women. It was the first ever book about how to meet women on myspace and facebook - and it changed a lot of lives.

I routinely get facebook messages from guys about it... and while I just recently created an updated and advanced version that includes all online dating sites as well called Click Button Dating, I’m thrilled to continue to see the old book helping so many guys out.
Now let me ask you - are you starting to see a picture emerging?

Facebook, Match.com, text messaging...

Keyboards are my very, very good friends:)

Just about every woman in my life, I have a keyboard to thank for. That's because I find that keyboards, and the ways that they let me communicate with women, are by far the most effective channels to run my “game”.

Allow me to explain. There are any number of ways where women connect with men...

- at work
- at social events like the bar, parties, etc.
- online
- on phone calls
- over text

So you have to ask yourself - what's the EASIEST channel to use to build attraction and connection and get a woman out with you?

And what gives you the most CONTROL over your own responses?

Since we’re talking about text messaging, you can probably guess that in my experience, I found that - if used properly - text messaging CRUSHES all the others.

Think about it - she’s ALWAYS got her phone with her. And she can give as much or as little attention to it as she needs when a new message comes in.
You can’t say that about the bar or in face-to-face interactions where it’s not just you and her. Anywhere where there are distractions works against you.

(Remember that little principle).

Yep, text messaging is just by far the most effective channel by which to make women smile, laugh and daydream about meeting up with you.

The best part? While all this is happening, well, you’re not even in her physical presence. You’re out meeting other women, or enjoying dinner with business associates, or playing Halo ODS, or whatever else you like to do.

So while you’re in the middle of a nice glass of wheat beer (hint: try Allagash White) with your buddies, all she’s thinking is that if you’re this much fun when it’s over text, well... she better make it out to see you in person.

It’s not just that she’s having fun, either... this level of text mastery is going to build intense curiosity. The kind that makes leaves her all sort of unanswered questions about this new guy in her life... like “where did you come from?”

(I love it when I get asked that question)

And if you’re really good, you can often skip the date and get her to come straight to your place for some wine and a movie.

Depending on where you are in your path with women, this may sound like one of those “too good to be true” things.
Well I'm not going to lie - not EVERY woman is going to come over to your house. But in my experience, about 70% of them will – especially if they feel a level of comfort and trust that you build over the text relationship.

But text messaging isn’t just for arranging first dates. That’s only about 30% of what I use it for.

Allow me to pull the curtain back a little further on the wonderful world in which yours truly lives.
DATING MULTIPLE WOMEN

Maybe it’s just where I am in life… I like choice.

That’s not to say that I won’t get married one day, or that I don’t want a girlfriend if I find someone who absolutely, completely knocks my socks off…

But for now, I’m just having too much fun. I regularly date 4-6 women at a time in whatever city I’m living in. And if I ever visit Montreal… or San Diego… or London… or my home town of Albuquerque… I’ve got a bed to sleep in.

(and yes, there will be a very cute girl in that bed).

This didn’t happen overnight, but it was entirely a result of my text game and facebook skills.

The thing is, when you’ve got an overwhelming surplus of options in your life, you need a way to manage them all.

So once again, we get back to the most effective way to communicate with women.

If you only want to see someone two nights a month, but you want to keep them in your life, you need a way to communicate with them from time to time in a way that keeps them happy to have you in their life, and maintains the interest.

Talking on the phone is a one-on-one interaction (my friend Kelly likes to call it a time vampire), so it’s basically a non-starter for me. Just too many people to keep in touch with.
Which brings us back to text messaging to keep these relationships alive.

In fact, in the last few years, I’ve been traveling back and forth between Las Vegas and New York frequently to work with clients, and sometimes I’ll spend 2 months in one of the cities… but I always know that when I go back there are going to be women for me to see.

This is all entirely possible when you know how to text message properly.

So, uhhhh…. how do you text properly?
EASY PEASY, NICE AND BREEZY

Think about this - if a woman has given you her number, chances are she’s given it to a few other guys too.

No offense, of course... it’s not that you’re not a special snowflake.

It’s just that she’s opening herself up with the hopes of finding an awesome guy in her life, and that’s something that is gonna take her some time to find.

So if she gave you her phone number, you can be pretty sure that...

✔ there are already one or two guys who she’s at least casually dating
✔ there are three to five other guys who she’s given her number to recently

Let’s take a quick journey into the phone book of a desirable women. You’re literally in a competition with every other guy who wants to get together with her too.

She’s getting phone calls and text messages from them too. She’s getting texts from some guys who are totally lame, others who offend her, and others who actually make her laugh.

And let’s not forget the ex-boyfriend who can’t leave her alone!

Bottom line – if she’s single and dating, you’d better stand out, soldier.
What about those border cases? The girl with the boyfriend, for example?

Or how about the girls who give their number out once every 6 months?

Well it’s even MORE important that you stand out in those situations. Because you’re either competing with a long-standing relationship, or she’s got really high expectations for you.

In any case, it’s absolutely, completely critical that you stand out. What is it about YOUR text messaging that is going to make YOU be the one who she responds to above all the others?

What’s going to get her to hope that it’s YOUR message coming through when her phone is vibrating?

It’s that question that drove me to create my system for text messaging. That’s the secret - doing something that no other guy is doing so that she can’t slot you into the “every other guy” category.

Let me give you an example:

How do most guys try to get a girl on a date with them?

Well, after a little bit of text flirting, there’s usually a lot of back and forth to set details, logistics, all that. And it’s usually VERY boring unless YOU make it fun. But how do you make it fun?

Well here’s how I do it when it comes to setting a time... most people think in 15 min increments. Instead, when you are giving her a time to meet, make it an odd time like 7:03 or 9:47. This is a great way to make her laugh and set you apart.
Example #1

Race  Monday, Dec 22 at 10:37:48 AM
I am thinking 9:03 tonight

Lola  Monday, Dec 22 at 10:39:02 AM
Why not 9:02? Where?

Race  Monday, Dec 22 at 10:40:12 AM
That would be waaaay too early! I don’t want you to be waiting around all night!
At exchange bar

Lola  Monday, Dec 22 at 10:45:52 AM
To think one min earlier what was i thinking. So whos going?

Example #2

Lisa  8/14 9:57 PM
Will do! Think u can give me an approx. time? It will help me plan my escape....
Race 8/14 11:36 PM
9:07

Lisa 8/14 11:49 PM
Hmmm….9:07 doesn’t work 4 me. How about 9:10? :-p

Race 8/14 11:56 PM
That’s waaaay to late…the party will b over by then

Lisa 8/15 12:02 AM
Wow…the elusive 3 min. party. Fine….I can meet u @ 9:08 & 22 sec. but not a moment sooner.

Do you see how a VERY simple adjustment to the wording of your text can make all the difference in the world to the outcome? She’s having so much fun talking with you - even about setting the time of the date - that you already have all sorts of inside jokes and a history of interactions that make her smile by the time you meet up.

The key here is to be:

a.) fun and light-hearted
b.) to always be driving towards the next time I see her again

And that’s the basic premise of my whole system for texting. It’s remarkably simple once you get it, because it relies on the same set of principals throughout the entire text interaction.
Of course, the devil is in the details. The difference between a message that’s fun and light hearted, and one that’s cheesy, offensive, or over the line... well, that’s where I’ve spent a lot of time understanding the nuances and making sure that I could explain them.

This is especially important when you’re sexually escalating over text messaging.

Wait, you can escalate over text message?

Haha, of course... once you start to get good at this stuff, you can have a girl primed for a sexual encounter before you’ve even seen her. Let me give you another example using a technique I developed called The Dirtiest Dream Technique. It goes a little something like this:

**Note:** You can add the OMG at the beginning and a (!) at the end to soften it if you are messaging a girl who you haven't built too solid of a connection with. This shows you are surprised you had a dirty dream about her. You can also add BTW to make it more nonchalant like it's no big deal.

Race Tuesday, Dec 23 at 5:49:20 PM
I had the dirtiest dream about you last night…

Julie Tuesday, Dec 23 at 5:51:20 PM
Really?…do tell…

Race Tuesday, Dec 23 at 5:53:14 PM
Well we were in the woods and it had been raining so we are both soaking wet when you fell in the mud and we began to mud wrestle…it was SO dirty!
One of the beauties of this technique is that by referencing a dream you now become free of responsibility. After all you can’t control your dreams. For that very reason it makes women even more curious! If you are in the so called “friend zone” with a girl you like this can be the spark that begins her thinking of you in a sexual way.

Another fantastic feature of this technique is you lead her into thinking sexual then you release it by using the literal meaning of “dirty”. She isn’t expecting this and it makes her laugh. But now when you take her back into the sexual state she will be more relaxed and receptive allowing her to get more aroused and invest more!

---

Race  Tuesday, Dec 23  at 6:12:38 PM
Did I mention how after I pinned you down mud wrestling I picked you up and pushed you against a tree and slowly began to slide my hand up your ribs under your clinging shirt?

Julie  Tuesday, Dec 23  at 6:16:57 PM
Well damn…so you feel like going hiking or camping any time soon?

Race  Tuesday, Dec 23  at 6:20:13 PM
I haven’t even told you how as I gently lifted your shirt over your head I stopped pinning your arms up and passionately kissed you using your shirt as an umbrella for us…I’m telling you this dream was DIRTY!
As you can see this is a simple yet powerful technique you can use right away to move the conversation in a sexual direction. Women will not be able to look at you the same way. Oftentimes they will continue to bring it up over and over.

And FYI - this is a girl I met on facebook and hadn’t even connected with yet face to face because I was out of the city. Our first date, well... you can probably guess how it went.

Are you starting to get a sense for how powerful it can be to have complete mastery over text messaging? With literally nothing more than your cell phone, you can have a girl so excited to see you - and even sleep with you - that all of the hard work is done before you’ve even seen her again.

And are you starting to get a sense for how efficient this is? That’s the thing I really want you to take away from this report. Getting good at texting means that you can literally skip past all of the bs... all of the games... all of the standard courtship processes... and get on to the good times.
Over the past few years, I’ve developed an entire system around text messaging. It’s taken me a long, long time to get it perfected... to leave no stone unturned, to make sure that I handled every little thing that could come up.

And you know why?

Because honestly, I was sick of my friends always handing me their phones and begging me to take over the text interaction between them and the girl they were interested in at the moment! (In fact, some of my friends owe me for the current relationships they are in...I wonder what their girlfriends would do if they knew it was me that convinced them to come over for their first date lol)

So it started off as a few emails I sent to my buddies... stuff like

✔ how to get her number QUICKLY but effectively (a big part of my system)

✔ how to craft the perfect first message so that she’s excited to respond

✔ how to ensure that she doesn’t flake with a few “day of” text messages

✔ my “text to sex” techniques

... and so on.
And soon, as these emails collected, I realized that I needed to put a full system together. Because I kept getting messages from my buddies like “what about this situation?” or “what should I say here?”

So I wanted to create something that would get them from start to finish. And I’m proud to say that it works. Devastatingly so, might I add. I think you’re starting to get a taste of the power here, but honestly, we’ve just started to scratch the surface.

My hope is to make a little community of awesome guys SO good at texting that THEY can go out and teach text messaging to all of their friends and blow them away with the results they’re getting.

So look - regardless of whether or not you are one of those awesome guys who grabs a copy of TEXT THAT GIRL, I want to thank you for reading through this. As you can probably tell, I really love text messaging, and if you can master this stuff (and I know you can), it will change your dating life dramatically and completely amplify the number of girls who you’re able to take from “hello” to the bedroom.

I’d love to hear your thoughts on this too. Tell me what works for you in text messaging, what doesn’t and what your questions are. I’ve counseled so many clients, friends, and even other dating coaches to get dates and more using text messaging, so there’s no question too big and no problem too small to solve. I truly want to know where you’re stuck and where you could still use some help.

Thanks so much, once again, and look for more from me very soon!

Race dePriest

Race de Priest
Ps: If you can’t wait to start sending texts that get a girl to respond immediately then grab a copy of TEXT THAT GIRL by clicking here
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2. No advice
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3. No representations or warranties
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Without prejudice to the generality of the foregoing paragraph, we do not represent, warrant, undertake or guarantee:

a) that the information in the eBook is correct, accurate, complete or non-misleading;

b) that the use of the guidance in the eBook will lead to any particular outcome or result;
or

c) in particular, that by using the guidance in the eBook you will find the woman of your dreams or gain any particular advantage over women.

4. Limitations and exclusions of liability

The limitations and exclusions of liability set out in this section and elsewhere in this disclaimer: are subject to section 6 below; and govern all liabilities arising under the disclaimer or in relation to the eBook, including liabilities arising in contract, in tort (including negligence) and for breach of statutory duty.

We will not be liable to you in respect of any losses arising out of any event or events beyond our reasonable control.

We will not be liable to you in respect of any business losses, including without limitation loss of or damage to profits, income, revenue, use, production, anticipated savings, business, contracts, commercial opportunities or goodwill.

We will not be liable to you in respect of any loss or corruption of any data, database or software.

We will not be liable to you in respect of any special, indirect or consequential loss or damage.

5. Exceptions

Nothing in this disclaimer shall: limit or exclude our liability for death or personal injury resulting from negligence; limit or exclude our liability for fraud or fraudulent misrepresentation; limit any of our liabilities in any way that is not permitted under applicable law; or exclude any of our liabilities that may not be excluded under applicable law.
6. Severability

If a section of this disclaimer is determined by any court or other competent authority to be unlawful and/or unenforceable, the other sections of this disclaimer continue in effect.

If any unlawful and/or unenforceable section would be lawful or enforceable if part of it were deleted, that part will be deemed to be deleted, and the rest of the section will continue in effect.

7. Governing law

Any claim relating to this disclaimer shall be governed by the laws of the State of California without regard to its conflict of law provisions.

8. Our details

In this disclaimer, “we” means (and “us” and “our” refer to) Attraction Rockstar, a California General Partnership.